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Navigraph Cycle 1511, 1512 are deliverables on a monthly basis, you can subscribe
to receive the latest updates on the Microsoft Store, and have access to every AIRAC
publication, which include updates on radars, runways, SIDs, STARs, Alerting, VNAV,
FMC, VORs, NDBs, DMEs, and altimeter. With the latest Navigraph Dispatch, released
on Sept 2018, and with the new Navigraph data that Airac Cycle 1611 contains you
can expect to see many more changes and updates to the way airports are presented
in the X-Plane SID/STARS data. I can not talk about the performance of the
Navigational Aids as I had no chance to test it, however I can talk about the usability.
The new tool will have a better user interface and will be more straight forward. Plus
navigation will be more accurate with new SID/STARS.... The last dispatch note by
Navigraph was for the January 2018, it contained several significant changes and
additions. I have been able to test the new Navigraph tools and first impressions are
very good. The tool is very easy to use and with Navigraph AIRAC Cycle 1611 you will
be able to visualize your AP and NAV global navigation data both for VFR and IFR
flights. I can only speak of VFR operations, as I had no chance to test IFR operations. I
am sharing this with a review of the tool here on the MSFS Community Blog. The tool
is available on the Microsoft Store for both PC and X-Plane 10 users, and is available
for subscription for year or monthly EUR 8.30 / mo or EUR 74.90 / year.
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To use Navigraph AirAC, open the plugin and enter the certificates and update check.
To make sure you can update the aircraft database simply click the airac, check for
updates and download the new file which may take some minutes. Since Navigraph

AirAC has a lot of differences between the different aircrafts, you have to choose
which aircraft you update. So keep this in mind. Navigraph released today the

navigation data for AiracCycle 1201. The update also includes new aircraft like the
Cessna 550s or the Cessna O-1s and U-7s. But there are also new features, like a new

version of the AviTek vTX. First released in September 2005, NAVData is the new
Navigraph data base for every year. It is up to date by the year 2017. It contains

detailed airway data, which is not accessible in the previous Navigraph FMS database
(e.g. 2012 cycle). Another advantage is that NAVData is more international than it's
predecessor. Because of that, France's reporting methodology (Règles de l’Aéroport

Français, AIRAC), is no longer the French reporting method (Règle du Centre de
Renseignement Aéronautique de l’Union Européenne, C.R.A.E.U.). You can use all

NAVData cycles for your flight simulation tools and add-ons. It might be necessary to
back-up the old NAVData before updating your add-ons. Moreover, it will be possible
to filter data by month, even by specific days. Because of those two options, you can

even force to display the data of only one specific day. It's handy when there are
changes in a specific day, the remainder of the period is stable. In the newest update
from Navigraph AIRAC is 1301. The tool is quite similar to before, but it contains some

new information. Mostly airways and flight plans are added and some cosmetic
functions are changed. Moreover, some new and abandoned NOTAMs are included.
For example, Jet Aviation announces F-Freezing, a new class of this popular type of
fog. Gee i.e. Big Gator. Some airports are removed like New Orleans Mérida-New

Orleans. 5ec8ef588b
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